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Meeting Called to order by Keith Price (VP Challenge) 
 
Members in attendance: Mike Rottjakob (ABYSA), Bill Heafner (CCSC), Michelle Reynolds (CRSC), Bob 
Trobich (CSC), Lex Alvord (CSL), Milton Morgan (FVAA), Henry Fortner (GCCSA), Preston Hunt 
(GRYSA), Steve Allison (GYSA), Jim Anderson (HSA), Monty Griffith (ICRD), Jeff Jenkins (KSA), Rob 
Rupinski (LNSC), Kevin Foster (MSC), Jo Mitchell (OYSA), Greg Sandy (PGSA), David Miller (PSA & 
PTFC), Christine Hall (RMAYSA), Tom Coyne (SCSA), Kirk Lynch (SYSL), Paul Murawski (TCYSA)  
Associations represented by Proxy: Rob Baldwin (BAYSA & WOW), Don Smith (BSA), Bill Barnett 
(CASL), Vic Johnson (CUFC), George Karl (JYL), Thomas Osiecki (NBASA), Colon Ballance (PGSC), 
Lex Alvord (SASL) 
Others in attendance: Douglas Atkins (D/CH, MSSL), Bill Mallett (DESC), Steve Waters (TCYSA), Kim 
Zimbal (Asst. Dir. Challenge-NCYSA) 
 
A quorum was established 
 
Reading and approval of February 5, 2005 meeting minutes 
Vote: passed 
 
CHALLENGE SCHEDULING LEAGUES GEOGRAPHICAL BOUNDARIES 
Keith Price (VP Challenge) introduced this topic by stating that when Scheduling League policies were 
adopted in 2002, it was mandated that the Challenge Council would establish geographical boundaries 
for each Scheduling League. This was never done. A Challenge Scheduling League Meeting was held on 
June 5, 2005, where representatives of 6 of the 8 Scheduling Leagues met and outlined geographic 
boundaries for each Scheduling League. These boundaries were transposed onto a county map of North 
Carolina and presented to the council. Discussion led to the following proposal, with amendments to the 
presented map: (see attached map) 
 
Proposal: To adopt the map proposed at the Challenge Scheduling League Meeting, which will 
establish geographical boundaries for each Challenge Scheduling League, with the proposed 
amendments: Caswell and Davidson counties will be included within the boundaries of TCL, the 
portion of Rowan County included within the boundaries of TCL will be removed, all of Duplin 
County will be included within the boundaries of ECSA, Sampson County will be included within 
the boundaries of SENCSA. 

 
Motion: Rob Baldwin (BAYSA & SASL) 
Seconded: George Karl (JYL) 
VOTE: PASSED (unanimous) 

 
CROSSOVER PLAY BETWEEN SCHEDULING LEAGUES 
There have been several concerns for certain age groups not having a place to play in different areas of 
the state. Older girls teams and teams from the far eastern or far western part of the state typically fall into 
this category. Discussion brought about a few alternatives, one being use of the NCYSA website for 
teams to make it known that they are looking for a place to play, because their Scheduling League does 
not support a division for their age group. NCYSA will look into ways to make this idea a reality. It was 
noted that CASL, TCL and at times MSSL have older girls age brackets that may be able to 
accommodate teams looking for places to play. These teams will need to go through their Scheduling 
League administrators when looking for opportunities to play. The Scheduling League will try to find an 
“umbrella association” in a League who has the necessary age divisions, and they would be responsible 
for the team in every way excluding registration. The Council did emphasize that teams should go through 
their Scheduling League, instead of scheduling games on their own, because it makes it difficult for all the 
league games.  
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CHALLENGE CUP ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
For teams that do not play in a Scheduling League (i.e. “Independents), there are currently limited 
guidelines as to entry requirements, and how they should be seeded for State Cup. Since this situation 
does arise frequently, the Council proposed the following: 
 
Proposal: For a team to be eligible to participate in State Cup, each Challenge team that is a 
member of an association which is a member of an NCYSA approved Challenge Scheduling 
League, must have participated in a regular season schedule with that league. Regular season 
defined for U14 and below as Fall and Spring, and for U15 and above Fall only for women, Spring 
only for men. Requests for exceptions to this rule may be considered on a team-by-team basis. 
The basis for exception ordinarily shall be geographic (i.e. teams located in the far eastern or 
western parts of the state that do not have a reasonably convenient scheduling option). 
 
Motion: Lex Alvord (CSL) 
Seconded: Kevin Foster (MSC) 
Vote: PASSED (unanimous) 
 
 
Proposal: For an Independent Scheduling League to be formed for Challenge State Cup seeding 
purposes. Teams determined to be independents that enter State Cup will be placed in this 
Scheduling League, and will be ranked within this division by blind draw. This Independent 
Scheduling League will become the 9th Scheduling League, effective Fall 2005, and will follow the 
regular rotation of Scheduling Leagues as currently in place. 
 
Motion: Lex Alvord (CSL) 
Seconded: Don Smith (BSA) 
Vote: PASSED (unanimous) 
 

FINES FOR STATE CUP FORFEITS 
This Spring there were multiple teams who dropped out of State Cup and/or forfeited matches. When 
teams drop out at a late date, it causes a problem for scheduling, since the brackets are set up differently 
depending on the number of teams. It also prohibits some teams from advancing, due to the fact that they 
get a 1-0 win for forfeited game, but no bonus points. Currently, if a team folds they do not get their entry 
fee back, and are charged $100 per game forfeited. Some suggestions for how to avoid more situations 
like this were increased fines and penalties for teams that drop out, which may be further assessed to the 
association. Flagging teams, coaches and players was also mentioned. 
 
The Council felt that this was a serious issue that needed attention, and a committee was formed to 
develop possible solutions to be presented at the next Challenge Council meeting. Members of this 
committee are Lex Alvord (CSL), Michelle Reynolds (CRSC) and Paul Murawski (TCYSA) .  
 
SMALL-SIDED GAMES IMPLEMENTATION 
A proposal regarding the offside law was sent to the Challenge Council from Gary Olive (KSA): “For U10 
Challenge matches in State Cup and inter-league play, Law 11 (FIFA Laws of the Game) will conform to 
FIFA guidelines. Current recommendation is no offside for U10”. Discussion followed the proposal, with 
some Council members holding the opinion that with small-sided games, specifically U10 playing 6v6, the 
offside call is not necessary, because players at this age are developing and learning more about other 
aspects of the game. Others felt that offside is an important part of the game, even at U10, and it is the 
only way to stop “cherry pickers” standing at the goal mouth. The issue of 1 vs 3 referees was also 
brought up, since at the Council meeting it was voted that for intra-league play, scheduling leagues have 
the option of how many referees to schedule for small-sided games. With only one referee, it can be 
difficult to call offside.  
 
Proposal: For U10 Challenge teams playing small-sided games, Challenge State Cup and all 
NCYSA sanctioned tournaments (inter-league play) will adopt the offside rule according to FIFA 
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Laws of the Game.  Individual Scheduling Leagues will have the option of whether or not to adopt 
the offside rule for regular season play.  
 
Motion: Colon Ballance (PGSC) 
Seconded: Kevin Foster (MSC) 
Vote: PASSED (29-11) 
 
Currently, there are no alternative goal sizes available to teams playing small-sided games. Since some 
associations make their own goals, the Council decided on the following proposal: 
Proposal: Goal size for age groups playing small-sided games will be a range of 6x18 to 7x21 with 
the recommended size being 6x18.  
 
Motion: Pat Hunt (GRYSA)  
Seconded: Don Smith (BSA) 
Vote: PASSED (unanimous, some abstained)  
 

Currently, there are no recommended field sizes for teams playing small-sided games, only minimums 
and maximums. The Council decided on the following proposal: 
 
Proposal: In the small-sided games recommendations, add the verbiage to field size that says: 
“Recommended field size for U10 40 wide x 50 long”, “Recommended field size for U12 50 wide x 
70 long” 
 
Motion: Pat Hunt (GRYSA) 
Seconded: George Karl (JYL) 
Vote: PASSED (unanimous) 

 
Currently, the USYS recommendations for small-sided games, under Law 3 state that substitutions will be 
“At any stoppage and unlimited.” This allows for teams to substitute at times when their team is not in 
possession, which is not consistent with the rules at older age groups. Also, it allows teams to run down 
the clock. It was noted that when the DOC’s from across the country were putting together these rules for 
USYS, that the idea behind this substitution policy was so players could get into the game sooner, so they 
could all have as much playing time as possible. When a player is standing on the sideline waiting for 
his/her throw in, the time is running down, and the player won’t get as much playing time.  
 
Proposal: That the substitution policy for age groups playing small-sided games conform to FIFA, 
but with unlimited substitutions, as adopted by NCYSA. 
 
Motion: Kevin Foster (MSC) 
Seconded: Don Smith (BSA) 
Vote: PASSED (unanimous, some abstained) 
 
The following is taken from the NCYSA rules, as referred to in the above proposal: 
 
During Classic and Challenge games, players may be substituted only during a stoppage of the game (FIFA Law III, 

International Board decision #6, and Law *X paragraph [a] and [b], the number of substitutions shall be unlimited 

unless the rules of a competition superseding the jurisdiction of this association specifically determine otherwise.) 

Substitutions may be made, with the approval of the referee, at the following times: A) Prior to a throw-in, by the 

team in possession B) Prior to a goal kick, by either team C) After an injury, by either team D) At half-time [taken 

from North Carolina Youth Soccer Association Rules: Section 7, Rule 5] 

 
New Business 
 
The following proposal was presented by Carolina Soccer Club: “To allow the Carolina Soccer Club 
(CRSC) and other clubs that may desire to utilize the services of the CASL Challenge Scheduling League 
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for all of their Challenge age groups U10-U18 boys/girls. The CASL Challenge Scheduling League would 
have the final decision on which clubs could play in the Scheduling League. This motion would also allow 
the CASL Challenge Scheduling League to schedule games outside of Wake County (Johnston County) 
at their discretion. The assigning and payment of referees would continue to be performed by the CASL 
Scheduling League. The Challenge players would be registered through NCYSA by the home clubs (i.e. 
CRSC in this example) but their games would be scheduled by the CASL Scheduling League. Durham, 
Orange, Wake and Johnston Counties is referred to as the Triangle and so it makes sense that a club 
playing in this region would be part of one scheduling league. This would greatly reduce the amount of 
travel time for all of our Challenge clubs as all of their games would not be in Wake and Johnston County. 
We estimate at this time that we will have roughly sixteen (16) Challenge teams (225 players) that this 
decision would have a positive impact on.” 
 
Discussion regarding this proposal found that, if CRSC were to move their teams to CASL, Mid State 
(CRSC’s current Scheduling League) would be negatively impacted by the loss of the CRSC teams. In 
addition, since CASL is an affiliate member that was grandfathered into the Scheduling League status, 
due to the fact that their association has enough teams to do it’s own scheduling, they are not allowed to 
have other associations as a part of CASL’s scheduling league. It was also noted that if CRSC moved to 
CASL, that other associations might follow suite, which would damage the viability of MSSL.  
 
The proposal was amended to read as follows: To allow the Carolina Soccer Club (CRSC) to utilize 
the services of the CASL Challenge Scheduling League for all of their Challenge age groups U11-
U18 boys/girls. The CASL Challenge Scheduling League would have the final decision on which 
teams could play in the Scheduling League. This motion would also allow the CASL Challenge 
Scheduling League to schedule games outside of Wake County (Johnston County) at their 
discretion. The assigning and payment of referees would continue to be performed by the CASL 
Scheduling League. The Challenge players would be registered through NCYSA by the home 
clubs (i.e. CRSC in this example) but their games would be scheduled by the CASL Scheduling 
League. 
 
Motion to amend: Michelle Reynolds (CRSC) 
Seconded: Pat Hunt (GRYSA) 
Vote to amend: PASSED 
 
Motion to vote: Michelle Reynolds (CRSC) 
Seconded: Colon Ballance (PGSC) 
Vote: FAILED (1 for) 

 
Announcements 
 

1) Keith Price (VP Challenge) announced that only two exceptions were presented to him for the 
minimum age requirement that was passed at the 2/5/05 Challenge Council meeting. The 
allowance for exceptions was granted via an e mail vote on April 12, 2005. The two exceptions 
were granted, due to the fact that the players who did not reach the minimum age requirement 
were registered during the 2004-05 season and therefore were grandfathered in. 

2) Keith Price will be reading the By-Laws for all Scheduling Leagues, because it has been brought 
to his attention that one of the scheduling leagues may not be in compliance. 

  
Meeting Adjourned 

 
 
 
Minutes respectfully submitted by Kim Zimbal, NCYSA Asst. Dir. Challenge 


